In March 2014, the Royal Mint announced plans for the introduction in 2017 of a new £1 coin that would blend cutting-edge technology with a nod to Britain's numismatic heritage. The new coin would combine modern anticounterfeiting features with a twelve-sided design that paid 'a fitting tribute to the past' by self-consciously echoing the shape of a threepenny piece that had ceased to be legal tender following Britain's adoption of a decimal system of currency in 1971 (Fig. 1) . The return of a dodecagonal shape was given a positive press, with a Treasury description of 'the iconic threepenny bit' speaking to a residual memory of, and even affection for, this coin.
1 However, lost amidst the nostalgia was the fact that on its initial issue in 1937, the twelve-sided threepenny was not universally welcomed. Popular resistance to the coin tended to focus on its un-circular shape, its uncommon thickness, and its unusual colour (it was produced from an alloy that gave it a distinctive 'yellow' appearance). 2 All in all, the design of the coin was considered by many Britons to contain too much that was too novel, and in early 1940 one disgruntled poet informed the Manchester Guardian that 'I would not fritter breath / Upon that alien, new-fangled, thick / Intractable dodecagon'. 3 That a coin provoked such a response is not surprising to anybody who remembers the reactions of some Britons to the 'threat' of the Euro in the late 1990s, the introduction of the pound coin and the phasing out of the pound note (in England, at least) in the 1980s, the introduction of a smaller 5p. coin in 1990, or the vicious opposition to a recent campaign to see more female faces on British banknotes. Money, in its physical form, functions as a national symbol and is frequently associated with sovereignty and identity, meaning that consumers do not view money as neutrals, or in a dispassionate manner. Cash money matters, and people develop strong feelings about it. In part, this is because they can actually feel it: cash (and coins especially) offers scope for a tactile experience, and it is the solidity of a coin, its physical reality, that supports the weight of all the financial abstractions that are placed upon it. A pound coin is worth a pound not because it is made from materials that are worth a pound, but because both parties to a transaction agree that it is worth a pound. And shopkeeper and consumer are able to agree on the value of the token because they both recognize it as a pound coin -the design of a coin is integral to its utility. This article will investigate the genesis of the twelve-sided threepenny, explaining the reasons for the coin's introduction, outlining how it was designed, analysing its relation to George VI's unexpected accession to the British throne, and ascertaining the methods used by the Mint both to increase the circulation of this most unusual of coins, and to foster public (1936) . Although the coin was struck after the accession of Edward VIII, its obverse bears the image of George V. affection for it. Whilst the paper focuses on the dodecagonal threepenny, made legal tender by way of a royal proclamation dated 18 March 1937, its conclusions might be used to think more widely about how people think and feel about money as a physical object, as an aspect of material culture. Of course, one need not like a coin to be able and willing to make use of it: a 3d. coin had the same monetary value regardless of a consumer's opinion as to its design or its perceived merits relative to its smaller silver predecessor. However, because coins are part of people's everyday lives, the processes by which they are produced and distributed are important. A coin is a made object, for all that its ubiquity can make it feel a natural part of the human experience; its design, growing out of the specific economic and artistic conditions that attended its conception, speaks to the material culture and aesthetic preoccupations of the society that produces and uses it. This is certainly true of the 1937 threepenny, debates about the design of which often centred on notions of national specificity and modernity versus tradition. To understand money as a social, cultural and economic phenomenon, we need to appreciate the methods by which it is constructed in its material form, the roles that it is intended to perform (both monetary and symbolic), and the means by which it makes its way into the pockets, purses and hands of ordinary people.
Although it has been suggested that, compared to that of the pre-modern period, modern coinage remains under-examined, 4 scholars with an interest in contemporary societies and the recent past have produced plenty of literature concerning coins and, indeed, banknotes. 5 The depth and breadth of the historical record for the last few centuries has allowed for a more nuanced and detailed examination of the role of cash in people's lives, in national histories and in international relations. The issue of coinage in the Irish Free State, currency decimalization in Britain, and the introduction of the Euro in 2002 have all received attention, 6 whilst the ways in which coins and banknotes have been designed to project symbolic representations of the nations that produce them have also come under scrutiny. 7 New means of payment -cheques, credit and debit cards, online financial transactions and contactless technologies -have threatened to place cash on the endangered specie list, but coins and banknotes are still of great interest in the twentyfirst century, just as they are for periods when most everyday financial transactions involved the handling of money. DESIGNING A NEW COIN As late as 1967, a survey of working-age Britons found that only twentyeight percent of people over sixteen had a bank account. 8 Thirty years earlier, the number had been even lower. In 1939, for example, Britain's 'Big Five' banks operated a combined total of five-million accounts, including those held by businesses. 9 The small number of personal accounts can be explained by two factors. First, the labour-intensive nature of pre-computerized banking, which meant that, as a 1968 advert for the Midland Bank put it, 'banks didn't seem to welcome you unless you had a lot of money '. 10 Second, the Truck Act of 1831, which ensured that wages were paid in cash, rather than, for example, tokens that could only be used at the company store. Payment of wages by cheque, money order, postal order or deposit into a bank account only became permissible under the terms of the Payment of Wages Act, 1960.
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Because chequebooks were only provided to people who held a bank account, and because credit cards were introduced into Britain only in 1966, up until the mid 1960s, a great many people in Britain worked for cash and paid for goods and services in cash. This did not mean that individuals and families thought about personal economic matters exclusively in terms of how many coins or -less commonly -banknotes were found in pockets or purses. More abstract, sophisticated and imaginative conceptions of personal or family finance can be inferred from credit agreements (HirePurchase schemes, use of pawnbrokers, buying goods 'on tick'), widespread personal investments and savings, recourse to loans and the racking-up of debts, and both private and state-orchestrated insurance schemes. However, it remained the case that when an account at the local grocers had to be settled or the weekly premium had to be paid to the insurance agent, cash money once again hove into view. 12 For many people, and for many transactions, this meant coins. Paper money was not uncommon, but the smallest denomination banknote in the latter part of the 1930s was worth ten shillings. In 1938, the average weekly wage for British workers was £2 3s. 3d., with men over twenty-one earning £3 9s. a week, and women over sixteen, £1 12s. 6d. 13 Wages might have been paid, in part, in banknotes, but any paper money that was included in wage packets would have swiftly been broken down and change given in coins. As of March 1939, the average price for a quart of milk was 6gd., a two-pound loaf cost 4¼d., eggs were available for 1s. 6d. a dozen, while tea, cheese and streaky bacon cost respectively 2¼d., 10 gd. and 1s. 3¼d. per pound.
14 The average cost of a cinema ticket was a little over 10d. 15 Coins were, quite simply, a fact of life for Britons in the 1930s. The introduction of a new coin was therefore an important event, and one that required detailed and careful planning.
The idea for a new threepenny bit came not from the Royal Mint, which had responsibility for the design and production of British coins and banknotes, but rather from the London Passenger Transport Board (LPTB), an organization that handled huge numbers of coins, collecting them as fares and distributing them as change to passengers and as wages to staff. In February 1936, an LPTB official wrote to Sir Robert Johnson, Deputy Master and Comptroller of the Mint, to raise 'the question of the introduction of a more convenient coin to the value of 3d. than the present silver one', which was viewed by LPTB staff with 'the utmost distaste'. 16 The silver threepenny coin was very small, thin and light, and considered something of a nuisance: 'Beastly, useless thing!', George Orwell had Gordon Comstock rage in Keep the Aspidistra Flying (1936): 'It isn't a coin, it's the answer to a riddle', and an answer, what's more, most usually proffered 'sticking on the end of your finger like a tiddleywink' (Fig. 2) . 17 The Mint recognized that the coin was 'unpopular with the public':
. . . if mixed with silver in a purse, they [the silver threepenny] invariably get down to the bottom and the purse requires to be emptied into the hand before they can be picked out again, while, if they are carried loose in the trouser pocket, they are extremely elusive and have an uncomfortable habit of proving that the lining requires repair by disappearing from it. 18 It was hoped that a 'more convenient' threepenny might circulate more freely. This could have significant benefits for organizations that regularly handled and transported coins, especially if the new coin retained one of the major advantages of the silver threepenny: it weighed significantly less than three separate pennies. The size of the penny was disproportionate to its monetary value: it had a diameter of 31mm and weighed 9.4g (i ounce). It was, noted the Mint with a mixture of pride and frustration, 'the heaviest coin of its kind in circulation in Europe'. 19 By way of comparison, the silver 3d. measured 16mm and weighed 1.2g. In an average week, the LPTB might receive 120 tons of copper coins, an amount that represented more than seventy percent of the coins received by weight, but less than ten percent by value. 20 Having to deal with such a high proportion of coppers was an expensive business: labour costs associated with transporting them were high, they took longer to pay into the bank than did higher-denomination coins, and longer to pay out in employee wage packets. 21 However, although the penny was part of the problem, the Mint was not convinced that simply resizing it would be a cost-effective or politically palatable solution: recoining would involve 'so great a disturbance in the automatic machine world -including the vendors of gas and electricity -that few Governments would be prepared to face it'. 22 For the LPTB, and for British businesses more generally, a new 3d. coin could be a considerable boon, providing that the public was more willing to use it than it had been the silver threepenny.
For ease of use, the LPTB proposed that the new coin should be designed so that it might be easily told apart from other coins. The Mint was of a similar opinion: it must be a coin neither unreasonably small, as is the existing threepence, nor unreasonably large, as three separate pence are, it must be easily picked out of a pocket or a purse, and it must in every way possible be readily distinguishable from all other coins in our series, so readily that not even a strayed reveller in the dark would be unlikely to bestow it upon some unworthy recipient in mistake for, say, a sixpence or a shilling. Nor must it enable individuals, who are parsimoniously inclined, to obtain a shilling's worth of gas for threepence. 23 The size of the new coin would eventually be set at 21mm, making it slightly larger than a sixpenny, but smaller than a shilling. The LPTB suggested that the new coin might be further differentiated by means of it being 'pierced with a hole in the centre'. 24 The Mint disagreed, explaining that a perforated coin could not bear the monarch's effigy, and that any coin so produced would constitute a 'departure from tradition in the British coinage to which . . . strong objection would be taken by many'. 25 From the start, then, the design process was required to accommodate established numismatic custom and questions of utility and aesthetics.
The Mint determined that the new threepenny should be made distinctive by means of it having a non-circular shape. Two options were proposed. The first was for a coin with a scalloped edge with either twelve or twenty indentations ( Figs 3 and 4) . The second was for a polygonal coin, and although this was received more positively, there were disagreements within the Committee about how many sides any such coin should have, with four, eight or twelve sides all suggested. 26 The decision to introduce a non-circular coin was not one that the Mint would have taken lightly as all British coins had, until then, been round. 27 The Committee would have kept the likely public reaction in mind when making its choice -the whole reason for the coin, after all, was to gain greater popular acceptance and a wider circulation than the silver threepenny.
The interwar period in Britain witnessed a number of debates about the need for better design in British manufacturing and industry. Stephen Tallents, who in the 1920s and 1930s was closely associated with first the Empire Marketing Board and then the General Post Office (GPO), noted in The Projection of England (1932) that if British products hoped to find a market, be it domestic or international, they needed to be 'designed with the utmost artistry that we can achieve'. 28 Of course, even setting to one side the fact that among many manufacturers there remained a fair degree of indifference about the virtues of or the need for 'modern' design as such, there were wide differences of opinion as to what constituted good design in a given context, whilst institutional factors governed the degree to which changes could be instituted. For example, Frank Pick, Chief Executive of the LPTB between 1933 and 1940, sought to use the capital's transport network to 'integrate modern art with modern life' and so bring modern design within the regular orbit of hundreds of thousands of people. 29 There seems little doubt that Pick's success in achieving this task resulted from his unusual degree of decision-making power and the fact that the services that the LPTB were providing could be aligned with the notions of progressiveness and modernity that chimed with modernist style of design he favoured personally.
The Mint, however, was constrained by a different set of institutional and aesthetic considerations. The design process needed to produce a threepenny that looked and felt like it belonged in British purses and pockets, a coin that represented the conventions of the Mint and the solidity of a currency linked closely to notions of British identity and national status. 30 Consequently, although there were strong reservations about putting a non-circular coin into circulation, it was decided to adopt a dodecagonal shape, in part because such a shape offered the distinctiveness of non-circularity while presenting a quasi-circular appearance; it was novel but not unrecognizably radical. Models and dies made in anticipation of a coin with a scalloped edge had not found favour with the members of the Standing Committee on Coins, Medals and Decorations, and objections were raised to its 'wobbly' shape. 31 While the Committee's 'conservative' outlook would have made it wary of issuing a non-circular coin, whatever the practical arguments in such a coin's favour, it seems likely that ideas of British monetary and cultural exceptionalism were also important. 32 The Mint struck coins for many different parts of the Empire and for a number of different countries and kept a close watch on global developments in coin design. It would have known, then, that non-circular coins were not uncommon in other countries -in such a situation, the Committee appears to have been concerned that a non-circular coin might have served to dilute the Britishness of British coinage.
There were also practical considerations: there was no point in designing a polygonal coin that the public was prepared to use, if they were not actually able to use it. Hand-to-hand transactions would not pose a problem in this regard, but coin-operated machines might. The need to consider vending machines and ticket machines meant that the 1937 threepenny was a coin of the modern, mechanical age, designed specifically to function in the specific circumstances of twentieth-century Britain. The Mint gathered information about non-circular coins from countries where they were already in circulation. The Dutch government was asked if the five-cent 'stuiver' -square, with rounded corners -had given rise to 'any special mechanical difficulties or inconvenience'. 33 The response was less than positive ('Enquiries addressed to a maker of automatic machines produced an unfavourable reply') and few instances were found where coin-operated vending machines had been adapted to accept the stuiver. 34 It was only after the LPTB had assured the Mint that a twelve-sided coin could be used in automated vending machines with few issues that the polygonal shape was accepted.
The need for the new 3d. to function unproblematically in vending machines also determined its weight. The initial proposal was that the new coin should weigh between 4 and 4.5 grams, but it was found that this would allow it to pass for a sixpence or even a shilling in some automated machines, so the design had to be changed. Rather than change its diameter, it was decided to increase the thickness of the coin, to 2.5mm, and hence its weight. This gave the coin a distinctive 'dumpy' appearance and made handling it a unique tactile experience. 35 At 6.8g, the revised dodecagonal 3d. was not as svelte as first conceived, but even so, it weighed less than a quarter of three pennies. Form, in a manner that would no doubt have pleased modernist architects and industrial designers, was made to follow function.
To further reduce the possibility that the new threepenny piece would be mistaken for any coin then in circulation, it was decided to give it a 'distinctive colour' -a decision with which the LPTB fully concurred, as easier differentiation between coins was thought to offer notable advantages to both passengers and staff. The newcomer was to be 'yellow', produced from an alloy of copper, zinc and nickel, an innovation that would prevent confusion 'even by an intoxicated female on a dark night'. The Mint had used this alloy when producing coins for other countries, and a 1929 Romanian 5 lei piece was acquired to see how the coin looked 'after 7 years of circulation among the peasants in a temperature which in the summer time approaches to tropical heat'. It was noted that the coin had lost some of its brightness, but that the tarnished coin was 'not unpleasing' in appearance and remained easy to distinguish from the coppers placed beside it for comparison. 36 Using a brass-zinc alloy would also benefit the Mint financially, as it was cheaper to produce than was an equivalent value in bronze pennies: for every £586 of 'yellow' threepennies issued, one ton of copper could be saved. Given the vast numbers of pennies produced in Britain every year, it was estimated that a complete switch to the production of threepennies, as happened during the Second World War, could effect an annual saving of more than 800 tons of copper.
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HEADS
The process of designing the new threepenny began during the short, eventful reign of Edward VIII. This seems fitting. His predecessor George V, who died on 20 January 1936 but whose image appeared on some of the early dies for the new coin, was an innately conservative man; his successor George VI, who acceded to the throne upon his brother's abdication in December 1936 and with whose effigy the dodecagonal threepenny would eventually enter circulation, a more cautious and timid one. Edward, however, fancied himself as bold and modern, a monarch whose 'occasional tilting at the creaking windmills of custom' has afforded him the reputation of having, for a king, something approaching reformist tendencies. 38 Given that Edward was king for less than a year, how vigorously he might have pursued his modernization programme had his reign lasted longer is open to question, but his influence may be discerned in the overhaul of coins and stamps that he attempted to instigate. 39 The postage stamps approved by Edward give a sense of his ambitions. The contrast with the stamps issued for George V's jubilee in 1935 is notable -gone is the 'otiose ornament' and 'petty detail', replaced by what The Times called a 'clear-cut directness . . . true to the spirit of the age'. 40 The
Edward VIII stamps, issued in the summer of 1936, were said to be most popular amongst the young, but their austere design did not find favour with many traditionally-minded readers of The Times. 41 The use of a photograph, rather than an engraving, of the king raised hackles, 42 whilst the modernity and simplicity of the design was said by critics to have 'no inherent virtue'. 43 The stamps were also likened to unsympathetic -and implicitly un-British -modernist architecture, in that they were said to represent 'the same spirit which is covering the land with iron and concrete barrack-flats in the design of which the artist has been cast out'. 44 Although stamps bearing Edward's image were issued during his reign, no coins bearing his effigy entered general circulation. 45 From the earliest days of his reign, the Standing Committee on Coins, Medals and Decorations was made aware that Edward was determined to do things his own way. Traditionally, the direction in which the monarch faced on coins alternated from one to the next: 'as if', the king noted, 'the Sovereigns of England were following a perpetual tennis-game from the side lines'. 46 George V had faced to the left, so Edward VIII should face to the right. Edward, however, was adamant that he, too, would face left; he was eager to present himself 'in the most favourable light' and felt that his left profile was 'better than the right'. There followed a tense standoff wherein Johnson suggested that tradition might be served, and the king satisfied, by transferring to the right-hand side of Edward's face the features of the left -thus allowing the better profile to be used whilst still adhering to tradition. 47 The king refused, and the coins designed for him all showed him facing to the left. This situation might go some way towards explaining the glacial speed with which the Mint moved to strike coins for Edward; there was a distinct lack of enthusiasm for the king's plans for the British coinage, and it was hoped that he might adhere to convention when he became more fully acquainted with his responsibilities. 48 Eventually compromise was reached: two sets of coins would be developed, one with heraldic motifs and regal insignia, the other with more 'modern' designs. Upon their completion, Edward would be asked whether he 'definitely preferred the new to the present design', and if he did not, the traditional designs would continue to be used. 49 The prospect of a 'complete departure' from the established coinage was evidently one that did not thrill the Committee, which made little attempt to hide its opinion that the heraldic designs afforded 'the best basis' for coin design in Britain. 50 The Mint invited twelve artists to submit ideas for the modern designs, but the artists, according to Johnson, 'seemed to be a little hurt' when it was suggested that they have their own ideas -'their view was that these should spring like Athene from the head of Deputy Master'. 51 Without any useful guidance from the Committee as to what it actually wanted, the artists were left to fend for themselves, and for the most part produced designs which the Mint found easy to reject. Coins bearing images of aeroplanes, or steelworks, or mines were all proposed but found wanting; none was deemed 'peculiar to Great Britain'. Speaking to a recent trend for 'Zoological' coinages -'of which the [1928] Irish Free State coins are so charming an example', Johnson noted with more than a hint of condescension -the best received of the modern designs, he said, was for a series based on royal animals as developed by Harold Wilson Parker. Notions of British exceptionalism again derailed the process, and it proved impossible to find fauna that was sufficiently 'British', appropriately regal, and not already associated other countries. Of the royal animals -which included stags, swans and sturgeons (Fig. 5) -only the red grouse was found to be unique to Britain. The eagle, on the other hand, was considered 'too ''American'' in style and as a motif', 52 whilst the dove was deemed too political, given its pacifist connotations. 53 The desire to find specifically British designs for the proposed new coinage also foregrounds another issue, namely modernism's association with internationalism. Of course, a design can be ostensibly 'modern' without being modernist, but the Committee appears to have been of the opinion that abandoning the heraldic designs and iconography risked producing a set of coins that would be insufficiently recognizable as British: 'for one of the few remaining monarchies to abandon it [heraldic artwork] would be little short of disastrous'. 54 Additionally, in some quarters modernism in design and architecture was viewed as little more than a fad; issuing coins in a 'modern' style therefore ran the risk that changing tastes might soon render such designs passe´or obsolete.
Perhaps conscious of the mixed response that greeted his stamps, and perhaps agreeing with the Committee that the modern designs simply were not strong enough, Edward 'balked' when given the opportunity to issue modern coins. 55 However, the Committee's relief at avoiding the worst excesses of the king's modernization programme was tempered by a sense of disappointment that at least some of the modern designs would not now be used. Despite themselves, members of the Committee had come to see the merit of these designs, and the 'attractive and pert' wren initially proposed for the silver threepenny in the royal animals series, along with a beautiful, simplified sailing ship, were retained for use on the farthing and the halfpenny, respectively. 56 Such an outcome suggests that at least part of the Committee's reticence about putting Edward's plans into effect was prompted not by the prospect of modern design as such, but rather by the prospect of working with a strong-willed monarch who wanted an active role in developing the coinage that would bear his image. The 1937 British coinage, then, ended up falling between two stools, containing as it did an aesthetically divergent mix of modern and heraldic designs Had Edward's reign lasted but another few weeks, his coins would have been ready for issue. 57 George VI, therefore, inherited not only his brother's throne, but also some of his coinage. Not all of the proposed Edward VIII designs could be used. Plans for a sixpence that showed six interlinked rings of St Edward, for example, were no longer considered appropriate, and a new, more prosaic design showing George's monogram (GRI -Georgius Rex Imperator), took its place. 58 Conversely, some elements of the coinage developed for Edward suited George very well, with, for example, the new 'Scottish' shilling, which bore the King's crest for Scotland, discussed as a 'compliment' to the new Queen's Scottish ancestry. 59 The twelve-sided threepenny survived the abdication and succession largely unscathed, its shape, size and reverse passing unchanged from one monarch to the next.
The lack of urgency in the Mint's dealings with Edward VIII was more than compensated for by the speed with which the George VI coinage was issued. With so many of the designs for the new coins so well advanced, just four months passed between the abdication and the unveiling of the new coins, and this included the time it took for George's effigy to be produced by Thomas Humphrey Paget, who had done the same for Edward (Figs 6  and 7 ). When they were unveiled in April 1937, the new coins were not widely recognized as hand-me-downs, as it was not common knowledge that new designs had been in the offing. The interest provoked by the new coin designs contributed to the more general sense of interest in the new king, providing his reign with something of a fillip.
Although there is little to suggest that George VI shared his brother's interest in coins and stamps, the new coins were nonetheless important for him. If British coins draw part of their legitimacy and authority from the royal effigy, then the monarch derives a measure of legitimacy and authority from its presence on the coin. For George VI, who acceded to the throne in such unusual circumstances, notions of authority and legitimacy were especially significant. He was, of course, king by right, but the British public had not had long to prepare for his reign. The swift issue and subsequent circulation of coins bearing his image had the potential to create a visual identity for his reign and thereby cement his position.
Coins are closely associated with the nations that produce them and, like banknotes, 'have been shown to work unobtrusively as bearers and transmitters of the iconography of the nation-state in which they are issued and which they, in turn, represent and help to construct'. 60 Coins therefore disseminate what Michael Billig has termed 'banal nationalism', in that they 'flag' the presence of the modern nation as a part of the everyday lives of its citizens by bearing specific and recognizable 'national emblems' and thereby inculcating within these citizens the idea that the nation is a normal, legitimate and vital element of their existence. 61 Similarly, the geographically specific ubiquity of a national currency might also contribute to the construction of Benedict Anderson's 'imagined community' in that it imbues those who use it with a sense of commonality that whilst feeling almost atavistic is in fact entirely artificial. 62 Certainly, questions concerning national currencies are capable of provoking what can often appear to be disproportionally emotional responses, but this is to view such questions as having solely economic or financial implications. If, however, they are recognized as having implications for the ways in which people live their lives and think about themselves in relation to their country, and their country in relation to the world, it becomes much easier to understand the passions aroused by such questions. Coins and banknotes are tokens that help to give concrete form to notions that might otherwise remain abstract. In the Britain of 1937, one such notion was the continuity of the nation and the sovereignty of the king.
It seemed only natural to most Britons in the 1930s that the reigning monarch's effigy would appear on coins struck during their reign. There is, of course, nothing natural whatsoever about coinage or banknotes, let alone the designs that feature on them. Systems of weights, measures and financial exchange -for all the maintenance of the fiction that they are based in the glories of the natural world, the venerable and impenetrable mists of the national past, or the rational mind of enlightened man -are nothing more than conventions around which have accreted layer upon layer of myth, emotion and identity. 63 George VI's status as a symbol of continuity was made all the more potent by the changes visible on the reverse of the coins issued at the start of his reign. As well as the entirely new twelve-sided threepenny, the farthing, halfpenny, sixpence, and 'Scottish' shilling all sported new designs, whilst more minor alterations were made to each of the other coins (for example, on the penny a lighthouse was reintroduced alongside Britannia). Consequently, the royal effigy, for all that it provided an image of a monarch who had become king in remarkable circumstances, was in some ways the least remarkable aspect of these new coins. Indeed, the effigy allowed the present to be understood as enjoying an unbroken connection with the past. The Mint's decision to have George VI's effigy face left on the new coinageas had his brother and his father before him -further underscored this: a 'harmless fiction' was put out that any coins issued by Edward VIII would have shown the king facing right, as tradition dictated, thus allowing George VI's reign to follow on seamlessly from those that had come before it. 64 
TAILS
The reverse of the dodecagonal threepenny was based on a design by Frances 'Madge' Kitchener, niece of Kitchener of Khartoum, submitted to the Mint in response to a press release soliciting ideas for the Edward VIII coinage. 65 Kitchener proposed a coin that would show three intertwined sea-pinks, a flower more commonly known as thrift. Her decision not to include heraldic devices on the coin places her work in the 'modern' as opposed to 'traditional' category. Kitchener's design was at first considered for use on the silver threepenny, but was adapted for use on the twelve-sided 3d.
As the size and shape of the new threepenny evolved, so did Kitchener's design. Members of the Committee expressed doubt that a 'design . . . originally prepared for a coin with a wavy [scalloped] edge could be made suitable for the ''angular'' piece now proposed'. 66 The Committee instructed Kitchener to rework the design, and to omit from it the word 'thrift', originally included to identify the plant and in reference to the fact that the threepenny was commonly used for small-scale saving (Fig. 8) . When the thickness of the coin was increased, the delicacy of the plants as featured in Kitchener's design was thought inappropriate, to the dismay of those taken with Kitchener's 'graceful little might-have-been threepenny bit -what a pity that slot machines are so important'. 67 At the same time, Percy Metcalfe, who had designed the 1928 Irish coinage, was asked to produce a simplified version of the thrift idea. 68 Where Kitchener's design had something of the arts and crafts movement about it, Metcalfe's took its inspiration from art deco. Metcalfe's thrift plants, freed from Kitchener's internal border, were more obviously stylized, with thicker, shorter leaves and the three flowers shown in the round, rather than in profile. Metcalfe also reworked the inscription, changing both the position and design of the lettering. Kitchener, using a quasi-medieval font (most noticeable in the rounded capital E's) had placed one letter from the words 'three pence' at ten of the coin's twelve points, with the first and last two digits of the year when the coin was struck placed at the points to the left and right of the central, floral design. Placing the letters in this way was the legacy of Kitchener's design for a scalloped coin, which had seen one letter placed in each scallop. Metcalfe, using more angular lettering with much lighter serifs, placed the year at the bottom of the coin, and grouped the words 'three' and 'pence' towards the top left and top right sides of the design, respectively. Metcalfe's reverse looks lighter and feels more spacious. When the rival designs were scrutinized by the Committee, 'opinion was sharply divided' as to which had greater merit, but Metcalfe eventually garnered seven votes to Kitchener's four. 69 Two days after the vote was taken, a cheque for £50 was drawn up and sent to Madge Kitchener.
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If the Mint thought that this was the end of its dealings with Madge Kitchener, it was mistaken. Whether by oversight or high-handedness, it had failed to tell Kitchener that although her idea for using the thrift plant had been used, her design had not. When, in late February 1937, news of the twelve-sided threepenny began to circulate in the press, Kitchener was understandably surprised, and no little aggrieved, to see its design attributed to someone else. 71 Johnson was forced to concede that the Mint had 'found it desirable to make another edition of your original sketch, of which I hope you will approve'. 72 Kitchener was not impressed, and instructed her solicitors to act. An injunction against the issue of the coin was threatened if the Mint did not offer a 'satisfactory explanation'. 73 Kitchener demanded that the Mint make it generally known that the design on the new threepenny coin was not, in fact, hers. Johnson was astonished by this volte face, and wrote to Harry Pirie-Gordon at The Times to call Kitchener a 'foolish woman': 'all she had to do was sit down and enjoy the fame'. 74 Pirie-Gordon was more sympathetic, and attributed Kitchener's 'fury' to 'the effect of disappointment on the artistic temperament'. 75 He also suggested that the Mint might solve the problem by arranging for the publication of a statement that set out the reasons for the misunderstanding and explaining the means by which the thrift design came into being. 76 Whilst Johnson was confident that the Mint had no case to answer -it had not promised to make use of Kitchener's design and the idea of using the sea-pink on a coin was not considered copyrightable -he was also wary of allowing the Mint to be dragged into a legal dispute and eager to protect the reputation of the new coin, supplies of which had been distributed to the banks, ready to enter general circulation. Pirie-Gordon's plan provided an opportunity to satisfy Kitchener in a manner that, because it was to be part of a more general statement concerning the twelve-sided threepenny, also served to promote the new coin. Accordingly, Johnson arranged for a statement, accompanied by photographs of Kitchener's design and the design of the coin as issued, to be published in The Times, the Morning Post and the Daily Telegraph on 27 July 1937. Copies of the statement were also sent to the Press Association and the Central News Agency, but Johnson made it clear to Kitchener that 'notices appearing through these agencies in various papers will be much truncated and garbled and it is doubtful whether photographs will be printed'. 77 Versions of the statement, without photographs of Kitchener's design, duly appeared in papers such as the Western Daily Press. 78 Little good it did her; some coin catalogues credit her with the design to the present day.
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USING THE COIN The new threepenny had, at best, a lukewarm reception. It was not only the Standing Committee on Coins, Medal and Decorations that demonstrated a conservative attitude in matters numismatic. Even before most people had actually seen a twelve-sided threepenny, questions were asked about how the public would react to having to deal with 'this new monster':
If nobody jibs at receiving . . . a strange coin, neither silver nor copper, twelve-sided instead of round, and neither as big as a shilling nor as small as a sixpence, then we shall know that the British public is past being surprised at anything. 80 There were concerns that the coin's design was so innovative as to render it somehow un-British: 'it looks as if it was made in Japan', sniffed the Manchester Guardian;
81 it had the appearance of 'an inferior continental coin' lamented the Spectator; 82 whilst in the Observer one reader noted that 'It looks Chinese'. 83 Had the coin been issued some decades earlier, when interest in Japanese aesthetics was shaping some British design practices, the 'foreignness' of the coin might have provoked less comment. However, the casual xenophobia attending the issue of a British coin that was considered to speak to a foreign design tradition makes clear the central role of British coinage in the formation of British identity. From at least the middle of the nineteenth century, coinage, and questions of how it was designed and used, spoke directly to the British public's relationship to their government, their monarch, their economy and their nation's place in the world. 84 Although the new coin did receive some positive press coverage -more often related to the utility of the piece than its aesthestic or haptic appealJohnson's own official report for 1937 hardly radiated confidence: when first mooted it was clear that the project was distasteful to nearly all my advisors upon the Committee, and it was only when they were confronted with the fait accompli of a decision to make the experiment on what may be described briefly as commercial grounds, that the Committee could be persuaded to consider it at all, and then only with a view to making it as unobjectionable as possible. In this distasteful task, however, they may justly claim to have been reasonably successful. 85 When even its progenitors maintained so ambivalent an attitude, it is hardly surprising to find that as late as 1964 the dodecagonal threepenny was still being described, by The Economist, no less, as 'the bastard foisted on the family'.
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A good deal of this antipathy could be dismissed as being nothing more than the shock of the new, and it was anticipated that as the British people became more accustomed to the coin, it would find greater favour. Unfamiliarity might be said to have bred contempt. In Lancashire, one reporter made a tour of several shops on the day that the coin entered circulation. When he 'proffered the new coin for a packet of cigarettes', the tobacconist 'eyed it askance [and] was on the point of handing it back . . . when he suddenly remembered about the new issues'. At a haberdashery, a young assistant refused to accept the coin as payment for some ribbon without first checking with her manager, and at a confectioners, a member of staff described the new threepenny as 'ugly and inconvenient'. Although the response was more positive at other shops, the general impression was that the coin would have to work hard to win the public's affections. 87 Attempts were soon made to find the new coin a nickname. 88 The Daily Express proposed the name 'Quarter' (threepence being quarter of a shilling), 89 whilst its readers made their own suggestions: 'quad', 'George' (after the king), 'Lizzie' (after the queen), 'nicks' or 'nickels' (because of their composition), 'dodie', 'cutty' or 'corney' (in reference to the shape), and 'dandie' (because the thrift plant was said to look like a dandelion). 90 The name that gained most traction, initially at least, was 'thrifty', although 'thrup'/'threp' or the pre-existing 'bit' seemed to hold sway for longest. 91 The outcome of these neological games is less important than the fact that they were played at all, for they offer evidence of the British public's desire to develop a bond with the new coin. Nicknaming the threepenny helped to give it a personality, and, once the name had gained currency, reflected its newfound esteem and familiarity back to the user.
Not knowing how to refer to the new threepenny in the weeks and months after its introduction was simply another part of its unfamiliarity. The unusual shape, size and design of the new coin affected public faith in its legitimacy. Indeed, a rumour quickly emerged suggesting that the coin was to be withdrawn from circulation because of a flaw in the presentation of the royal style and titles ('a full-stop has been used where there should be a colon'). 92 Although the Mint moved to assure the public that there was nothing wrong with the coin, 93 the (as it transpired unfounded) possibility of withdrawal led some Britons to speculate that the threepenny would increase in value, and in early May 1937, just weeks after being issued, the 3d. coin was reportedly changing hands for as much as five shillings. This withdrawal rumour was based on another innovation. Whilst the Mint could not bring itself to present the inscription in 'good plain English' rather than Latin, which was, Johnson noted, 'becoming less and less a language understanded of the people', it conceded that the titles could be further contracted where possible. 94 There was, though, little by way of uniformity as far as these contractions were concerned, and the artist responsible for each design was allowed to present the inscription as they saw fit.
Whispers that the coin was to be taken out of circulation would have pleased those who disliked the new threepenny: 'It is a freak and the quicker the authorities withdraw it the better I shall be pleased'. 95 Whereas the old threepenny had been made of silver, and so benefited from its association with more valuable coins, the twelve-sided threepenny was made of base metal and so suffered from a 'loss of status'. 96 The fact that the new coin was neither silver nor copper increased suspicion: 'It has neither the tarnished dignity of silver nor the homely honesty of pence, and looks, on the whole, like a pass-out check'. 97 The Mint's task of 'selling' the new coin was made harder by its decision to have both the yellow and silver versions of the threepenny circulate sideby-side. Rather than simply replace the silver threepenny, the Mint determined that competition -'the law of the survival of the fittest' -should decide which coin would survive. 98 Continuing to strike the old 3d. coin was a sop to public sentiment, because in some parts of the United Kingdom, most particularly Scotland, the small, silver coin had actually been very popular, meaning that there was little need for the new coin. The Mint was at a loss to explain why the silver 3d. was so popular north of the border, and resorted to time-honoured stereotypes: 'the calls of Church and Chapel demand that all Christian men should contribute a silver piece to the plate on Sundays [and] the natural instincts of the Scotchman are to use the smallest silver piece available'. 99 Furthermore, a silver threepenny 'of the current year' was viewed as an 'essential ingredient' of a Christmas pudding. 100 The silver threepenny eventually lost the popularity contest, but was a long time dying: production ceased only in 1945, much to the disappointment of those who thought that the newer coin was 'not very desirable to cook'. 101 The length of time it took to mint millions of new threepennies meant that the coin remained relatively rare for some time, leading people to 'treat it exceptionally, either fighting shy of it or hoarding it'. 102 This was of concern to the Mint, which found itself trapped in a vicious circle: the public were chary of accepting and using the twelve-sided threepenny because they remained largely unfamiliar with it, in part because of its scarcity, yet this scarcity was exacerbated by the reluctance of many employees in service industries to hand it out because it was considered, if not exactly unpopular, then certainly a 'nuisance'. 103 Striking the new coin in massive numbers would help, but only if these coins then entered general circulation. Of the first thirty million to leave the Mint, Johnson noted at the end of 1937, most quickly 'vanished from sight' to be 'nursed as novelties in waist coat pockets or money boxes'. 104 Ironically, given the role that the Board played in calling for and developing the new threepenny, it was discovered that LPTB staff were preventing the free circulation of the coin. Because the new threepenny was lighter than an equivalent sum in coppers, and took less time to pay in at the end of a shift, bus and tram conductors preferred to keep hold of it themselves and dispense heavier coins to passengers as change. Coins returned to the depot were then paid into the bank, and there they remained unless expressly requested by a customer, which rarely happened because the public remained largely unfamiliar with them. Banks, in turn, did not order many of the new coins from the Mint because they did not perceive a demand for them, meaning that the Mint did not strike additional supplies. 105 If, a Mint official wrote, such a state of affairs continued 'then eventually the circulation of the large threepenny piece will be killed', 106 a fate that had befallen other coins, such as the 1865 4d. and the 1887 double florin, 'cold-shouldered' by the public. 107 In May 1938, with the new threepenny still 'not going very well', the Mint took 'special steps' to 'get the coin across the public'. 108 At the Mint's request, a notice was placed in the Post Office Circular:
The Post Office has been asked to co-operate in the movement to facilitate a more general circulation of [the new threepenny] and the Postmaster General hopes that Postmasters and all counter officers and Sub-Office Assistants will . . . further the movement by including these coins when making payments to the public or giving change. 109 When it became clear that the Post Office was not, on its own, going to be able to advance the cause of the large threepenny, not least because Postmasters were frequently unable to secure adequate supply from local banks, 110 other government departments were drafted in:
The Mint and the Treasury would . . . be grateful if Government Departments employing large bodies of weekly paid staff could instruct their paying officers in England, Wales and Northern Ireland to use the nickel-brass threepence in lieu of pence in the payment of wages. Similar action is not required in Scotland where the silver threepence circulates freely.
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The Ministry of Labour encouraged the circulation of the coin at its Employment Exchanges, 112 whilst by late November 1938 the Admiralty was paying out some 35,000 new threepennies each week. 113 The LPTB also issued 'special instructions' that conductors were to pay out the coin in change wherever possible. 114 This concerted effort to force the coin into freer circulation was successful, and even if the coin did not exactly become popular as it became more familiar, the public's willingness to make use of it increased. It took the advent of the Second World War, however, for ordinary Britons to take the twelve-sided threepenny to their hearts. 115 With copper in increasingly short supply, and with ample supplies of bronze coins believed to be in circulation, 116 the Mint decided in the autumn of 1940 not to strike any new pennies. Huge numbers of pennies gathered in gas and electricity meters, and yet more were taken out of circulation when National Health and Employment contributions were increased in January 1942 from 1s. 9d. to 1s. 10d. The result was a penny shortage, which saw some banks 'rationing' the number that they would provide to any one customer. 117 Prices that did not require a penny to be paid or given out as change became increasingly common, with cinema exhibitors, for example, expressing a preference for a 1s. 6d. ticket over a 1s. 5d. ticket for this reason. 118 The penny shortage also had the effect of increasing the use of the new threepenny, production of which was increased. By April 1941, the annual growth in circulation was estimated to be between 25 and 30 million coins, 'well above' the rate of the previous year. 119 Anecdotally, the dodecagonal shape also came into its own: it was easy to distinguish by touch in the blackout. By May 1944, upon receipt of a request from the Post Office for an 'authoritative assurance that the bronze threepenny has come to stay', 120 the Mint was, finally, able to speak of the public's affection for the coin: 'It has proved its use, and has steadily become more popular, and once a coin acquires popularity it does not easily lose it'. 121 As it became more familiar, the British public came to accept and trust the coin. It found a place in the lore and processes of everyday life and in quotidian financial transactions, allowing it to accrete meaning that it did not intrinsically possess. People establish relationships with the things that they own and the objects that they possess, even if they possess them only temporarily; they have favourites, and discriminate between objects on the basis of sentiment and personal preference as well as utility and value. These relationships do not just happen, they must be created, and once created they must be refined and maintained. To 'miss' a coin, as people claimed to do when the threepenny was withdrawn in August 1971, 122 is to recognize the cultural and even emotional capital that it has built up, not by means of its exclusivity or preciousness, but rather through its ubiquity and usefulness. Whether the new dodecagonal £1 coin is able to accrue such meanings remains to be seen, although it seems certain that, as in 1936-7, the design process will seek to strike a balance between aesthetics and practicality, modernity and tradition. Twenty-first century financial transactions are as likely to take place electronically as they are manually, and the built-in obsolescence of a credit or debit card, with its stated expiry date, provides less scope for the development of a personalized material relationship between a consumer and their chosen means of payment. Indeed, as cashless transactions become ever more common there is a possibility that all coins will eventually come to be viewed with the irritation that Gordon Comstock felt towards the silver threepenny, seen as tedious monetary anachronisms rather than as vital economic facilitators and vibrant parts of a common culture. Coins have been central to the ways in which modern lives are lived, and should be recognized as possessing a cultural currency that has permitted them to play a role in telling countless stories, feeding innumerable bellies and bringing millions of people together as they pass from purse to till, shop to bank, hand to hand. 
